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Explanatory memorandum 
Introduction 
On  l1  September  1991  the  Cmmi ssion presented  to  the  Council  its  proposal 
for  a  Council  directive  on  the  coordination  of  certain  rules  concerning 
copyright  and  neighbouring  rights  applicable  to  satellite  broadcasting  and 
cable  retran8crllssion. 
The  Econonric  and  Social Cmmittee  delivered  its  opinion  on  the  proposal  on 
26  February 1992. 
The  European  Parlirurnent.  consulted  under  the  cooperation  procedure. 
discussed  the  proposal  in detail  in  its Cmmittees  and  on  26  ~tober 1992 
debated  the  report  dr~  up  on  behalf  of  the COrrnllttee  on Legal Affairs  and 
Citizen•s  rights  by  N.h.  ~dina Ortega.  voting  in  support  of  the  proposed 
directive  on  29  October  1992. 
The  rurner..:!~ci  proposal  for  a  Directive  put  forward  here  is  intended  to  take 
into  account  1~~ Opinion  of  the  European Parlirurnent. 
The  rurnended  proposal  contains  six  major  modifications  to  the  original 
proposal  : 
a)  The  definition  of  "ccmrunication  to  the  public  by  satellite  ..  has  been 
clarified  in  several  aspects  following  the  rurnendment  of  the  European 
Parlirurnent.  ~ich endorsed  the  country-of-origin  solution  for  satellite 
broadcasting.  This  clarification covers  two  aspects  :  the description of 
the  act  of  communication  to  the  public  and  the question.  ~at happens  in 
situations Where  the  cannunication to  the  public  takes  place outside  the 
Ccmruni ty. 
b)  Following  the  rurnendment  frcm  the  European  Parlirurnent  it  is  stated  in 
article 1  paragraph 5  that  at  least  the  principal  director  of  a 
cinematographic ~rk shall  be  its author. - 2  -
c)  Following  the  Opinion  of  the  European  Parliament  the  amended  proposal 
provides  for  a  lUrnrited  recognition of  the  Scandinavian model  of  extended 
collective  agreements.  This  syst~  provides  for  the  extension  of 
collective  agreements  between  collecting  societies  and  broadcasters  to 
all  the  rightholders  of  the  same  category,  even  those  -v.ho  were  not 
represented  by  the  collecting  society  at  the  negotiating  table.  The 
interests  of  the  latter  are  safeguarded  by  additional  restrictive 
conditions  on  the  operation of  such  syst~. 
d) Aiticle 4  establishes  coherence ~th  COuncil  directive  92/100.  The  level 
of  protection for  rights  related  to  copyright  is  aligned  to  the  standard 
recognized  by directive  92/100  as  far  as  communication  to  the  public  by 
satellite  is  concerned.  The  alignment  also  includes  t\W  amendments  of 
the  European Parliament. 
e)  In  article  11  paragraphs  3  and  4  have  been  added  on  the  basis  of  the 
amendment  fran  the  European  Parliament.  The  addition  enhances 
transparency  of  the  process  of  negotiation  between  cable  operators  and 
rightholders ~thout, however,  changing  the  purely contractual  character 
of  the  acquisition of  cable  rights. 
f) Aiticles  13  and  16  of  the  initial proposal were  removed  to  the  recitals. 
Both  articles  were  of  a  dec lara  tory  nature.  The  European  Parliament 
therefore  suggested  to  remove  article  16.  This,  h~ver does  not  change 
the  legal  situation,  as  the  articles  of  the  ElL Treaty,  in  any  event, 
take  precedence  over  a  directive. 
Furthermore  there  are  a  number  of  purely  linguistic  adaptations  -v.hich  in 
particular  seek  to  align  the  language  used  to  that  used  in  the  Council 
directive  92/100.  Additional  clarifications  have  been  undertaken  in  order 
to  comply  the  European  Parliament's ~th general  suggestion  to  render  the 
text more  readily accessible. 
I 
) 
.I - 3  -
(lJ.MNfARY <N  1HE TITI.E AND  1HE  ROCITALS 
Title 
The  modif-ication  ensures  lingui'stic  coherence  with  the 
Council  directive  92/100.  Furthennore,  following  the 
language  used  in 
amendment·  of  the 
European  Parliament  the  legal  basis  has  been  extended  to  article  66  of  the 
Treaty in order  to nmke  sure  that  the  directive will  also  cover  situations 
of provision of  services. 
Recital  6 
The  change  is  of  a  linguistic nature  only. 
Recital 11 
The modification of  this  recital ~s necessary  in  order  to  adapt  it  to  the 
new language  of article 12. 
Recital 14 
The modification of  this  recital ~s necessay  in  order  to  adapt  it  to  the 
new fonnulation  of  the  European  Parliament  concerning  the  definition of  a 
canmnication to  the  public  by satellite. Another  amendment  of  the European 
Parliament  concerning  nonnal  technical  procedures  of  signal-processing ~s 
added  to  this recital. 
Recital  15 
This  new  recital  takes  up  the  suggest ion  of  the  European  Parliament. ·bY 
clarifying  .the  effect  of  the  country-of  -origin  principle  for  satellite 
broadcasting. 
Recital 16 
This new recital ~ich is  based  on  the  mnendrnent  of  the European Parlimnent 
explains  the  scope  of  contractual  freedan guaranteed  by  this directive. - 4  -
Recital 17 
This  recital  has  been  aligned  to  the  n~ fonrnulation  for  article  3 
paragraph  1  as  proposed  by  the  European  Pari iament.  According  to  the  n~ 
article  the  remmeration for  a  broadcast  should  take  into consideration all 
the  aspects  of  the  broadcasts. 
Recital 19 
During  the  debates  in  the  European  Parliament· the  possible  problrm  of 
delocalization of  broadcasters  to  lrnw-protection  countries has  been  evoked. 
This  problrm is  not  so much  a  problan~thin the  COmmunity  because  of  the 
hannonization provided for  by this directive.  but  rather  one which  concerns 
the  protection  granted  in  third  countries.  In  this  respect  article  1 
paragraph  2  provides  for  additional  points  of  attac~nt  for  the 
application  of  COmmunity  lww  in  situations where  the  cannunication  to  the 
public  by satellite occurs  in  a  third country  that  does  not  offer  the  same 
degree  of protection. 
Recital  20 
The  ~difications are  of  a  linguistic nature  only. 
Recital  21 
This  recital  ~s  proposed  by  the  European  Parliament.  The  recital 
strengthens  and  clarifies  the  relation  be~en  the  recognition  of  the 
country-of-origin principle  on  the  one  hand  and  the  need  to  provide  for  an 
adequate  protection of  rightholders  on  the  other.  The  hannonization  of  the 
level  of  protection  in  all  the  ~lve  ~er States  ~11  prevent 
'  broadcasting  organizations  fran  seeking  to  avoid  copyright  liability  by 
conducting  their operation fran a  low-protection country. - 5  -
Recital  22 
This modification  is  explained  by  the  fact  that  the  standard  of  protection 
for  rights  related  to  copyright  has  been  aligned  to  that  contained  in 
COuncil  directive 92/100. 
Recital  23 
The  change  is  of  a  linguistic  nature  only.  Furthennore  the  recital 
clarifies  that  the  exception  for  existing  legal  license  schenes  for  cable 
retransmission  is  limited  in  time. 
Recital  25 
This  recital ~s proposed  by  the  European  mnen~nt. It  clarifies,  as  does 
the  European  Parliament's  mnen~nt  to  article  10  paragraph  2  that  the 
derogation  for  broadcasting  organizations  does  not  limit  rightholders  in 
transferring  their  cable  retransmission  rights  to  collecting  societies 
rather  than  to  the  broadcaster. 
Recital  26 
This  recital  takes  up  the  idea  of  general  contracts  which  ~s initially 
contained  in the  text  as  a  separate article.  It encourages  rightholders  and 
cable  operators  to  address  the  retransrrrlssion  of  a  number  of  broadcasts  by 
a  number  of  cable  operators  in  a  single  contract.  Furthennore,  there  have 
been modifications  for  the  purpose  of  linguistic coherence. 
Recital  29 
MOdifications have  been  added  for  the  purpose  of  linguistic coherence. - 6  -
<D.MNrARY rn nm ARTia..ES 
~I 
GENBW..  PRCNISI<NS 
AXticle  1  paragraph 1 
These  modifications  take  up  the  general  pre-occupation  of  the  European 
Parlimnent  regarding  the  technical  language  used  by  the  directive. 
Furthennore,  the  deletion  of  the  tenns  "broadcasting  satellite"  and 
"telecannunications  satellite"  takes  stock  of  technological  developnents 
'Which  all<J"V.T  for  hybrid  satellites  that  can  fulfil  the  functions  of  a 
telecannunications  satellite as ~11 as  that  of  a  broadcasting satellite. 
AJticle 1  paragraph 2 
The  n~  fonnulation  of  this  paragraph  is  based  on  the  mnendment  adopted  by 
the European Parlimnent.  This  mnendrnent  contributes  to  the  clarification of 
the  initial concept  contained  in  the  proposal  according  to which  the  act  of 
communication  to  the  public  by  satellite exclusively occurs  in  the  country 
of  origin  of  the  cannunication.  The  cannunication  to  the  public  by 
satellite  is  an act  of  exploitation of protected ~rks. The  control  of  this 
act  can  only  be  assured  at  the  source.  The  act  of  cannunication  is 
characterized  by both  conceptual  and  technical  el~nts: it is  in fact  the 
canbination  of  a  signal  intended  for  reception  by  the  public  with  a 
cultural  content.  Therefore  according  to  the  European  Parlimnent  there  is 
communication  to  the  public  by  satellite 'When  the  content  and  the  support 
are  linked  in an  indissociable manner.  The  broadcaster 'Who  links  the  signal 
and  the  content  in  this  indissociable  manner  ("under  the  control  and 
responsibility of  the  broadcaster")  is  responsible  for  the  communication  to 
the  public  by  satellite.  Once  the  signals  have  been  introduced  under  the 
control  and  responsibility of  the  broadcaster,  nonnal  technical  procedures 
relating  to  the  progr~-carrying  signals  cannot  be  considered  an 
interruption of  the  chain  as  long  as  they are  undertaken  under  the  control 
and  responsibility of  the  broadcaster. - 7  -
In  addition,  this  paragraph  contains  rules  for  the  ccmnmication  to  the 
public  that  takes  place  outside  the  COmmunity.  The  debates  in  the  European 
Parlimment  have  shown  the  dangers  of delocalization of  broadcasters  to  low-
protection  countries.  This  problem  is  not  so  nuch  a  problem within  the 
Crnnuni ty,  but  rather  one  v.ilich  concerns  the  protection  granted  in  third 
countries.  Aiticle  1  paragraph  2  provides  a  hannonized  solution  in 
situations v.ilere  the  protection offered  in  the  third  country  is  lower  than 
that  provided  for  in  the  Camnnity.  If  in  these  circumstances  a  point  of 
attachment  in  the  fonn of  an  up-link  or  a  responsible  broadcaster  can  be 
found within  the  COmmunity,  then  the  communication  to  the  public  is  deemed 
to  have  taken  place within  the  Ccmruni ty.  The  word  "carmi ss ioned"  in  this 
context  alins  at  situations v.ilere  the  progrmnnes  are  essentially  assembled 
within  the  Cmmmi ty  and  then  .sent  in  recorded  form  to  broadcasting 
facilities outside  the COmmunity. 
Axticle 1  paragraph 3 
This  paragraph  ~rges the  fonner  two  paragraphs  c  and  d  according  to  the 
mmendooent  proposed  by  the  European  Parlimment.  This  avoids  a  definition of 
broadcasting  which  in  fact  is  not  necessary  for  the  purposes  of 
chapter  III. 
Axticle 1  paragraph 4 
The  definition  of  what  constitutes  a  collecting  society  has  been 
refoDDllated  in  the  light of  the  amendments  of  the European Parliament.  The 
Cmmission  agrees with  the  European  Parlimment  that  this  definition  should 
be  sufficiently large  to  cover  all  types  of  collecting  societies  operating 
under  Member  States'  legislations.  v.hat  is  important  for  the  purpose  of 
chapter  III  of  the  proposal  is  that  the  collecting  societies  are  in  a 
position  to  channel  the  individual  authorizations  of  all  the  rightholders 
concerned  by a  sbnultaneous,  unaltered  and  unchanged  cable  retransrndssion. - 8  -
Axticle 1  paragraph S 
This  additional  paragraph '\WS  already accepted  in Council  directive 92/100. 
It  secns  appropriate  to  ensure  the  smne  degree  of protection in  the  context 
of  this  directive,  in  particular  as  satellite  broadcasting  is  a  genuinely 
transnational  phenorrwnon.  In  the  absence  of  a  hannonized  level  of 
protection  distorsions  of  ccmpeti tion  to  the  detriment  of  rightholders 
could not  be  excluded. 
CliAP1Ht II 
Axticle 2 
The modification is  of  a  purely linguistic character. 
Axticle 3  paragraph 1 
The  modification  according  to  "Which  the  remm.eration  for  a  satellite 
broadcast  should  be  based  on  all  the  characteristics  of  that  broadcast '\WS 
proposed  by  the  European  Parlimnent.  In  particular.  this  modification 
avoids  possible misunderstandings  according  to  "Which  the  remmeration  is 
exclusively based  on  the  characteristics  of  the  country of origin. 
Axticle 3  paragraph 2 
This  modification '\WS  proposed  by  the  European  Parliament.  It recognizes 
the  systan for  collective  extended  agreements.  These  systcns  exist  in  all 
Scandinavian  countries  and  are  in  line with  hannonization  put  forward  by 
the  Nordic  Council.  According  to  these  systcns  collective  agreements 
concluded  be~en a  collecting  society  and  a  broadcasting  organization nmy 
be  extended  to  rightholders  not  represented  by  the  collecting  society. - 9  -
~ver, in order  to  strike a  fair  balance  be~en right-holders  on  the  one 
side  and  broadcasters  on  the  other  and  in particular  to  avoid disadvantages 
for non-represented  rightholders  the  European Parlimnent  has  added  a  number 
of  restrictive  conditions  such  as  a  right  of  opposition  v.hich  can  be 
exercised  individually  or  collectively  and  a  condition  that  collective 
agreements nmy  only be  extended  in  the  case  of  a  shnultaneous  broadcast  by 
satellite  and  terrestrial  means.  The  latter  condition,  in  particular, 
ensures  that  the  systan can ~re or  less  only  be  applied  in  the  context  of 
national  broadcasting  and  therefore  negative  cross-frontier  effects  are 
excluded. 
Axticle 4  paragraph 1 
The  European  Parlimnent  and  the  Can:nission  have  always  recognized  the 
necessary  link  between  the  recognition  of  the  country-of-origin  solution 
for  satellite broadcasts  and  the  need  to  hannonize  the  level  of  protection 
for  authors,  perfonners,  phonogram  producers  and  broadcasters  throughout 
the  Cmmmity.  Without  a  C(JIJDOn  standard  of  protection  the  country-of-
origin  solution  for  satellite  broadcasts  could  favour  the  creation  of 
copyright  havens  and  lead  to  considerable  distortions  of  competition. 
Satellite  operators  could  establish  themselves  in  the  Member  State  that 
grants  the  lowest  level  of  protection and  cover  the Whole  of  the COmmunity 
fran there. 
vnth  regard  to  the  protection of  rights  of  perfonners,  phonogram producers 
and  broadcasters  the  COuncil  has  in  the meantime  adopted COuncil  directive 
92/100  v.hich  on  initiative  of  the  European  Parlimnent  hannonizes  the 
standard for  the  protection of  these  categories  of  rightholders. Therefore, 
' 
the  present  proposal  can  refer  to  articles  6,  7  and  8  of  directive  92/100 
and  to  adding  the  country-of-origin  principle  for  the  purpose  of 
broadcasting  by  satellite. Articles· 6,  7  and  8  of Council  directive 92/100 
grant  fixation  rights,  reproduction  rights  and  broadcasting  rights  for  the 
three  categories  of  rightholders.  The  mnendment  of  the  European  Parlimnent 
according  to  v.hich  the  remmeration  for  a  broadcast  should  be  divided 
between  the  perfonners  and  the  phonogram producers  is  already  reflected  in 
article 8  paragraph 2  of COuncil  directive 92/100. - 10  -
AJticle 4  paragraph 2 
This  paragraph  is  necessary  to  ensure  that  all  forms  of  television 
(satellite  or  terrestrial)  are  treated  in  the  same  way.·  AB  far  as  the 
carnrnnnication  to  the  public  by satellite  is  concerned  the  country-of-origin 
solution applies. 
AJticle 4  paragraph 3 
Paragraph  3  takes  up  an  mrnendrnent  of  the  European  Parliament,  according  to 
v.hich  also  in  the  field of  rights  related  to  copyright  the  remm_eration for 
a  carnrnnnication  to  the  public  should  take  into  account  all  the 
characteristics  of  the  broadcast.  Furthennore,  this  amendment: clarifies 
that, without  prejudice  to  article  10  of  directive  92/100  the·acquisition 
of  rights must  be  a  contractual. 
AJticle S 
This modification ~s proposed  by  the  European  Parliament.  It  reflects  the 
fonmlatiqn  of  article  t·  of  ·the  International  Rane  Convention· on  the 
protection  of  Perfonners, ·  Phonogrmn  Producers  and  Broadcasting 
Organizations  of  1961. 
AJticle 6 
The· text  has  been  adapted  to  the  new numbering  of articles.  The  purpose  of 
this article  is  to  gua·rantee  the  application of  article  1  paragraphs  1  and 
2  also  in  the-following~ types  of  situations: 
- · v.here  national  legi'slations  grant- rights  for  the  carnrnnnication  to  the 
public  to  ·other  categories  of  rightholders  not  ~ntioned  by.  this 
directive or 
v.here  such  right  is  granted  to  phonogram  producers  or  perfonners  in 
deviation  fran  the  minim.Jm.  standard  provided  for  by  article.  8 
paragraphs  1  and  2  of COuncil  directive 92/100 . 
..  ~  ·)·· .. - 11  -
Article 7 
The  modification  is  of  a  linguistic  nature  and  adapts  the  content  to  the 
n~  article 4  paragraph 2. 
Article 8 
This  is  a  modification  for  purposes  of  linguistic  coherence vnth  COuncil 
directive 92/100. 
Article 9  paragraph 1 
The  last  phrase  of  this  paragraph  takes  up  the  mnen~nt fran the  European 
Parlimnent which clarifies  the mandate  of  the  collecting society concerned. 
Article 9  paragraph 2 
The  n~  fonnulation  is  based  on  an  mnen~nt of  the European Parlimnent  and 
addresses  the  situation v.bere  a  rightholder  has  neither  transferred  his 
rights  to  a  collecting society nor has  he mandated  a  collecting society.  In 
this  situation  the  rightholder vnll  be  deemed  to  have  given  a  mandate  to 
the  collecting  society  that  manages  the  smne  category. of  rights.  As  a 
consequence  the  rightholder  vnll  enjoy  the  smne  right  and  obligations 
resulting  fran the  contract  between  the  collecting  society  and  the  cable-
operator.  For  the  sake  of  legal  security for  both,  the  rightholder  and  the 
collecting. society  respectively  the  rights  should  be. claimed  vn thin  a 
period of 2,years. 
If  there  are  more  than  one  collecting  society which  acted  on  behalf  of 
rightholders  of  the  smne  category  of  rights  than  the  non-represented 
rightholder  has  a  right  to  choose  the  one  orn  the  other  collecting  society 
for  claiming his  rights. 
Article 10 paragraph 1 
This modification clarifies  the  exact  scope  of  the  derogation  provided  for 
broadcasting organizations. - 12  -
Axticle 10 paragraph 2 
This modification results  fran an  rurnendrnent  of  the  European  Parlirurnent.  It 
clarifies  that  the  derogation  for  broadcasters  fran  the  obligation  to  pass 
through  a  collecting  society does  not  1  imi t  the  choice  of  rightholders  to 
cede  their  cable  rights  to  a  broadcaster  or  a  collecting  society  or  to 
entrust  the  negotiation of  the  remuneration only  to  a  collecting society. 
Axticle 11  paragraph 3 
These  modifications  are  based  on  the  rurnendrnents  proposed  by  the  European 
Parlirurnent.  Paragraphs  3  and  4  reinforce  the  syst&n of  contractual  "checks 
and  balances"  provided  for  under  the  proposal  and  at  the  smDe  thne  enhance 
transparency of  the  contractual  negotiations  beVWeen  rightholders  and  cable 
operators.  The  rule  that  the  recommendation  is  considered  to  be  accepted  if 
neither  party  opposes  the  recommendation  issued  by  the nrediators  during  a 
period of  three months  does  not  hnpinge  on  the  purely contractual  character 
of  the  acquisition  of  cable  retransmission  rights.  Parties  are  entirely 
·free  to  decide  ~ether they  declare  and  motivate  their  opposition  to  the 
recommendation  of  the  ~diators or  ~ether they do  not.  The  purpose  of  the 
modification  is  ~rely to  enhance  transparency  of  the  negotiating  process 
by  requiring parties  to  clearly state their position. 
Axticle 11  paragraph 4 
This modification  clarifies  that  it  is  not  necessary  for  the ~er  State 
to  choose  the ~diators. 
Axticle 12 
This modification  expounds  the  initial  text  in  ~  respects  following  the 
general  suggestion of  the European ParlimDent  to  render  the  language  of  the 
text more -readily accessible.  The  modifications indicate  the  possibilities 
for  hnpl~ntation of  this  provision and  at  the  smne  tnne  replace  the  vague 
notion  of  "hnproperly"  by  the more  explicit  fonnulation  of  ~thout valid 
justification". - 13  -
Article 13 
This  modification  clarifies  the  extent  to  which  the  regulation  of  the 
activities of  collecting societies remains  a  matter  for  the Member  States. - 14  -
PROPOSAL  RR  A  cu.N:IL  DIROCI'IVE  CN 
1HE  cn:JIDINATICN  OF  CElrrA.IN  RULES 
ON:EmiiD IDPYRIGIT AND  NEIGHIUJRIID 
RIGHI'S  APPLICABLE  10  SATElLITE 
BRQ\I:CASI'IID AND  CABlE  REIRANSvfiSS ICN 
1HE  OF  1HE  BJROPFAN. 
a:M.INITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty 
establishing  the  European  EconarnUc 
Canw.ni ty,  and  in 
Aiticles 57(2)  thereof, 
particular 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  fran 
the Cannission, 
In  cooperation  vnth  the  European 
Parliament, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the 
EconarnUc  and  Social ~ttee, 
(1)  \\hereas  the  objectives  of  the 
Cmmmi ty  as  laid  down  in  the 
Treaty  include  establishing  an 
ever  closer  union  mnong  the 
peoples  of  Europe,  fostering 
closer 
States 
relations  between  the 
belonging  to  the 
Cmmmi ty,  and  ensuring  the 
econanlc  and  social  progress  of 
the  Cmmmity  countries  by 
coomon  action  to  eliminate  the 
barriers which divide Europe; 
.A\1B'IDED  PROPOSAL 
PROPOSAL  RR  A  a:l.N;IL  DIROCI'IVE  CN 
1HE  cn:JIDINATICN  OF  CERTAIN  RULES 
<XN::ERNIID  IDPYRICHf  AND  RIGITS 
RELATfD  10  IDPYRIGHf  APPLICABLE  10 
SATElLI'IE  BRO\IX'ASTIID  AND  CABLE 
RETRANSvfl SS  ICN 
1HE  OF  1HE  HJROPFAN 
cn.MNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty 
establishing  the  European  Econanic 
Cmmmity,  and  in  particular 
AJticles 57(2)  and  66  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  fran 
the  ~ssion, 
In  cooperation  vnth  the  European 
Parliament, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the 
EconarnUc  and  Social COrrollttee, 
Unchanged I 
1. 
( 
I 
(2)  v.hereas  to  that  end  the  Treaty 
provides  for  the  establis~nt 
of  a  coomon  mark.et  and  ~~ 
'.:  I 
area 
vnthout  frontiers;  whereas  this 
fs  to  inClude 'the  abolition  of 
.  obstacl~s  to  the  free . ri:x>vt'lrient 
of  sirvices  and  the  insti  t_U:tion 
of  a  sys  tern.  ensuring  thai 
ca:npeti tion  in  the  ccmnon market 
is  not  distorted;  v.hereas  to 
. that  end  the . Council  may_  adopt 
directives  for  the, coordination 
of  the  provisions  laid  down  by 
law-,  regulation  or 
acbninist·rative  action- in Member 
States  concerning  the  taking  up 
and  ·pursuit  of  activities•  as 
self-~loyed persons; 
(3)  '\\hereas  broadcasts  transml.tted 
across  frontiers  vn thin  the 
Oinmni ty,  in  particular  by 
satellite  and  cable,  are  one  of 
-the  . most 
pursu~ng 
important  ..  ways  of 
these  Coom,lni ty 
objectives,  which  are  at  the 
same  time  political,  econariic, 
social,  cultural  and  legal; 
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Unchanged 
·.;-· 
i, 
-.  ~· ;-. 
Unchanged 
·:  '.  ~,: 
:  ''.1'  ..  '. 
.  -:  . 
.  ~.  .  ;  '  .-· 1 ,· '· (4)  v.hereas  the  Council  has  already 
adopted  Directive  891552/EOC  of 
3 October  1989  on  the 
coordination 
provisions 
regulation 
action  in 
of  certain 
laid  down  by  law, 
or  adnririistrative 
~er  States 
the  pursuit  of 
broadcasting 
v.hi ch  makes 
concerning 
television 
activi tiesCO. 
provision  for  the  pr(JlX)tion  of 
the  distribution  and  production 
of  European  television 
progr~s  and  for  advertising 
and  sponsorship.  the  protection 
of  nrinors  and  the  right  of 
reply; 
(1)  OJ  No  L 298.  17.10.1989.  p.  23. 
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Unchanged (5)  \l.hereas,  however,  the 
achievement  of  these  objectives 
in  respect  of  cross-border 
satellite  broadcasting  and  the 
cable  retransmission  of 
progrmnrnes  fran  other  N.fumber 
States  is  currently  still 
obstructed  by  a  series  of 
differences  between  national 
rules  of  copyright  and  sane 
uncertainties  as  to  the  1~; 
~ereas this  ~ans that  holders 
of  rights  are  exposed  to  the 
threat  of  seeing  their  works 
exploited  without  pa~nt  of 
remmeration  or  that  the 
individual  holders  of  exclusive 
rights  in  various  N.fumber  States 
block  the  exploitation  of  their 
rights;  ~ereas  the  legal 
uncertainty  in  particular 
constitutes  a  direct obstacle  to 
the  free  circulation  of 
progranmes within the Cmm.mi ty; 
(6)  \l.hereas  a  distinction  is 
currently  dr~  for  copyright 
purposes  between broadcasting by 
direct  satellite  and 
broadcasting  by  communications 
satellite;.  ~ereas  since 
individual  reception is possible 
and  nowadays  affordable  with 
both  types  of  satellite,  there 
is  no  longer  any  justification 
for  this  differing  legal 
treatment; 
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Unchanged 
(6)  \l.hereas  a  distinction  is 
currently  dr~ for  copyright 
purposes  between  cannunication 
to  the  public  by  direct 
satellite  and  cannunication  to 
the  public  by  cannunications 
satellite;  v.hereas  since 
individual  reception  is possible 
and  nowadays  affordable  with 
both  types  of  satellite,  there 
is  no  longer  any  justification 
for  this  differing  legal 
treatment; (7)  Vvhereas  the  free  broadcasting of 
progrwmrnes  is  further  ilnpeded  by 
the  current  legal  uncertainty as 
to  whether  broadcasting  by  a 
satellite  whose  signals  can  be 
received  directly  affects  the 
rights  in  the  country  of 
transrrrission  only,  or  in  all 
countries  of  r'eception·  together; 
v.ilereas  since  coomunications 
sate  11 it  e s  and  d i r e c  t  sate  11 i t e s 
are  treated  alike  for  copyright 
purposes,  this  legal  uncertainty 
nO\V  affects·  almost  all 
progrwmrnes  broadcast  in  the 
Ccmmni ty by  sa tel n te; 
(8) . Vvhereas.  furthennore.  the  legal 
certainty.  which 
prerequisite 
movement  of 
for  the 
broadcasts 
is  a 
free 
within 
the  Ccmmnity,  is missing where 
progrwmrnes  transrrri t ted  across 
frontiers  are  fed  into  and 
retransrrri tted  through  cable 
netv..urks; 
(9)  Vvhereas  the  developnent  of  the 
acquisition  of  rights  on  a 
contractual  basis  is  already 
making  a  vigorous  contribution 
to  the  creation  of  the  desired 
European  audiovisual  area; 
whereas  the  continuation of  such 
contractual  agreements  should  be 
ensured,  and  their  smooth 
application  in  practice  should 
be  promoted wherever possible; 
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Unchanged 
Unchanged 
Unchanged (10) Vffiereas 
operators 
be  sure 
at  present  cable-
in  particular  cannot 
to  have  actually 
acquired  all  the  progrmnne 
rights  covered  by  such  an 
agreement; 
(11) "\\hereas.  lastly.  parties  in 
different ~er  States  are  not 
all  similarly  bound  by 
obligations  v.hi ch  prevent  them 
fran  hnproperly  refusing  to 
negotiate  on  the  acquisition  of 
the  rights  necessary  for'  cable 
distribution  or  hnproperly 
all~ng  such  negotiations  to 
fail; 
(12) "\\hereas  the  legal  framework  for 
the  creation 
audiovisual  area 
of  a  single 
laid  dawn  in 
Directive  89/552/EEC  IIIlS t 
therefore  be  supplemented  with 
reference  to copyright; 
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Unchanged 
(11) Vffiereas.  lastly.  parties  in 
different ~er  States  are  not 
all  similarly  bound  by 
obligations  v.hich  prevent  them 
fran  without  valid  reason 
refusing  to  negotiate  on  the 
acquisition  of  the  rights 
necessary for  cable  dist~ibution 
or  all~ng such negotiations  to 
fail; 
Unchanged (13) v.hereas,  therefore,  an  end 
should  be  put  to  the  differences 
of  treabnent  of  the  transnlission 
of  progranmes  by  cannmications 
satellite  v.hich  exists  in  the 
NWrnber  States,  so  that  the vital 
distinction  throughout  the 
Comnnity 
protected 
protected 
be canes 
works  and 
matter 
v.hether 
other 
are 
CCillillni ca  ted  to  the  public; 
v.hereas  this  will  also  ensure 
equal  treabnent  of  the  suppliers 
of  cross-border  broadcasts, 
regardless  of v.hether  they use  a 
direct  broadcasting satellite or 
CCillillnications  satellite; 
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Unchanged (14) \\hereas  the  legal  uncertainty 
regarding  the  rights  to  be 
acquired  which  impedes  cross-
border  satellite  broadcasting 
vnll  be  overcame  by defining  the 
notion  of  COOIIIlilication  to  the 
public  by  satellite  at  a 
Cmmmity  level;  whereas  this 
definition vnll  at  the  same  time 
act  of  specify  where 
COOIIIlilication 
the 
takes  place; 
whereas  such  a  definition  is 
necessary 
CUill.lla t i ve 
to  avoid 
application 
several  national  laws  to 
single  act  of broadcasting; 
v.hereas  cOOIIIlilications  to 
public  occurs  only  when  and 
the  Member  State  vAl ere 
the 
of 
one 
the 
in 
a 
broadcasting organization  takes  a 
single  decision  on  the  content 
and  the  t ransm.i s s ion  of 
progranme-carrying  signals; 
whereas  there  is no  COOIIIlilication 
if  the  chain  of  broadcasting 
equipnent  between  the  point v.flere 
such  single decision  is  taken and 
the  transmission  of  the  relevant 
signals  fran  the  satellite  is 
interrupted; 
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(14) \\hereas  the  legal  uncertainty 
regarding  the  rights  to  be 
acquired  which  impedes  cross-
border  satellite  broadcasting 
vnll  be  overcame  by defining  the 
notion  of  ccmruni cation  to  the 
public  by  satellite  at  a 
Cmmmity  level;  whereas  this 
definition vn 11  at  the  same  time 
act  of  specify  v.flere 
caiiDJnication 
the 
takes  place; 
v.flereas  such  a  definition  is 
necessary 
cUill.llative 
to  avoid 
application 
the 
of 
several  national  laws  to  one 
single act  of'broadcasting; 
v.hereas  cOOIIIlilication  to  the 
public  by  satellite  occurs  only 
v.flen  and  in  the  Member  State, 
v.flere  the  progranme  carrying 
signals  are  introduced under  the 
control  and  responsability  of 
the  broadcasting  organization 
into  an  uninterrupted  chain  of 
caiiDJnication  leading  to  the 
satellite·  and  dO'W'D.  towards  the 
. earth;  v.flereas  nonnal  technical 
procedures  relating.  to 
progr~-carrying  signals  may 
not  be  considered  as 
interruptions  to  the  chain  of 
broadcasting; (15) v.hereas  in  arriving  at  the 
amount  of  the  payment  to  be made 
for  the  rights  acquired  the 
parties  should  take  ·account  of 
the  actual  or potential  audience 
throughout  the  area  inwhich the 
broadcast  can  be  received; 
(16) v.hereas  a  special  transi tiona! 
provision applicable  to  existing 
agreements  should  be  provided 
for  so  that  at  the  latest  by 
1998  these  agreements  wi 11  be 
adapted  in  the  light  of  the  nffiW 
legal  frmnework; 
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(15) v.hereas  the  acquisition  on  a 
contractual  basis  of  exclusive 
broadcasting  rights  should 
canply with  any  legislation  on 
copyright  and  rights  related  to 
copyright  in the ~er  State  in 
which  "cCilii1lllication  to  the 
public  by  satellite" occurs; 
(16) v.hereas  the  principle  of 
contractual  freedan,  on  which 
this  Directive  is  based,  will 
make  it  possible  to  continue 
limiting  the  exploitation  of 
these  rights,  especially  as  far 
as  certain  technical  means  of 
transnrission or  certain  language 
versions  are  concerned; 
(17) v.hereas  in  arriving  at  the 
amount  of  the  payment  to  be made 
for  the  rights  acquired  the 
parties  should  take  account  of 
all  aspects  of  the  broadcast, 
such as  the  actual  audience,  the 
potential  audience  and  the 
language  version; 
(18) Unchanged - 23  -
(17) v.hereas  progranmes 
fran non-member  countries .to  the 
territory  of  the  Ccmn.mi·ty will 
be  outside  the  scope  of.  this 
-Directive;·. v.hereas  they  may  be 
treated  differently  in -the  law 
of  the  -Member  States .  fran 
progranmes  transmit ted  fran  a 
Member  State  is  the  protection 
provided  for  by  this· Directive· 
is not  granted  in  the  non~~er 
country  or  only  granted: to  a 
lesser. extent; 
(18) v.hereas  the.  arrangements  made 
should ·also  include  provisions 
· f·or  the--protection of ·holders  of 
copyr i gh:t s  ·.  ·  · and  ·ne-ighbouring 
rights;  v.hereas  it  is  necessary 
to  ensure  that  prot~ctiori.  :f~}r; 
•  ~·  •••  '  ••  l",  :r  •  ~  •.. t  . .  . . 
specific'  citegories' is' 'accorded 
':·  ·,  "  'f.  "::  '  ...  :  .,  . 
in -·au · Member  States  'io  the 
extent  provided 
Directive  and  .. 
'for  by 
that · 
this 
this 
statutorY' 
.• ··•f' 
'''licence·  system; 
., . 
v.hereas  only  in  this 
,, 
'WRY  is  it 
possible  to  ensure  that- any  .  ."i  .  ; ' 
difference  in  the  level  of 
protection  within  the  cannon 
market  will  not  create 
distortions  of  canpeiitionwhich 
might  result  in  an  ~justified 
disadvantage  for  programne 
suppliers  and  holders  of  rights 
in  Member  States  with  a  high 
level  of protection; 
(19) v.hereas  cmmmications  to  the 
public  by  satellite  fran  non-
member  countries  will  under 
certain  conditions  be  deemed  to 
occur  within  a  Member  State  of 
the Camuni ty. 
(20) v.hereas  it  is  necessary  to 
ensure  that  protection  for 
authors,  perfonners,  producers 
of  phonogr~  and  broadcasting 
organizations  is accorded  in all 
·:.;'  .  . .  ..,  . 
Mmmer· · States  ··and  that  this 
~·d.'L pr~tecti"bri:- '1 s  'riot  .  subj~ct' to  a 
r  sta'tU:t:~;:ty  :"; ···u:cence"·'  system; 
~·  :. 
v,n~·~-~as. oriiy' in  thi 8 'WRy'  'is  it 
;  ph~;sib;l:e  i()'  enshr·e . 'tli'at  any 
of 
pto't'e~:t'io'n.  J.;n ~hin·: .  the .. cmmon 
market  wi 11  not  create 
·•  •  Cl  ',  ~-' - 24  -
(19) Vdlereas  the  minimm.  protection 
provided for neighbouring  rights 
is  mainly  taken  fran  the 
substance  of  the Rane  COnvention 
of  the  Protection of Perfonners, 
Producers  of  Phonogr~  and 
Broadcasting  ~ganizations which 
at present must  be  considered  to 
provide 
standard 
the  most  CaDprehens i ve 
of  protection  of 
neighbouring  rights  in  the 
international  field;  whereas 
this  standard  has  been  accepted 
by  the  majority  of  Member 
States;  whereas  this 
has  been  accepted 
majority  of  Member 
standard 
by  the 
States; 
whereas,  ha\Vever,  in  accordance 
with the  aims  of  this Dir.ective, 
it  is  not  appropriate  to  allow 
for derogations  corresponding  to 
those  provided  for  in  the  R<me 
COnvention; 
(21) \\hereas  the  hatmonization  of 
legislations  envisaged  in  this 
Directive  entails  the 
hannonization  of  the  provisions 
ensuring  a  high  level  of 
protection  of  authors, 
perfonners,  phonogrmn  producers 
and  broadcasting  organizations; 
whereas  this  hannonisation will 
no  longer  allow  a  broadcasting 
organization  to  take  advantage 
of  differences  in  levels  of 
protection  by  relocating 
activities,to  the  detriment  of 
audiovisual  production. · 
(22) Vdlereas  the  protection  provided 
for  rights  related  to  copyright 
is  aligned  to  that  contained  in 
COuncil  directive 92/100 for  the 
purposes  of ·cCIDDlnication  to  the 
public  by  satellite; whereas  in 
particular this will  ensure  that 
perfonners  and  phonogr~ 
producers  are  guaranteed  an 
appropriate  remuneration for  the 
ca:mnnication  to  the  public  by 
satellite  of  their  performances 
or  phonograms; (20) Vdlereas  the  cable  retransmission 
of  progrmnmes  fran other ~er 
States  is  an  act  subject  to 
copyright  and  neighbouring 
rights;  vvhereas  the  cable 
operator  mlSt  therefore  obtain 
the  authorization  fran  every 
holder  of  rights  in· each part of 
the  progrmnme  retransmitted; 
vvhereas,  under  this· Directive, 
the  authorizations  should  be 
granted contractually  unless  an 
exception is provided  for  in  the 
case  of  existing  legal  licence 
schemes; 
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(23) v.hereas  the  cable  retransmission 
of  progrmnmes  fran other ~er 
States  is  an  act  subject  to 
copyright  and,  as  the  case  may 
be,  rights  related  to  copyright; 
vvhereas  the  cable  operator must 
therefore  obtain  the 
authorization  fran  every  holder 
of  rights  in  each  part  of  the 
progrmnme  retransmitted; 
vvhereas,  under  this  Directive, 
the  authorizations  should  be 
granted  contractually  unless  a 
temporary  exception  is  provided· 
for  in  the  case  of  existing 
legal  licence  schemes; (21) \\hereas,  this Directive,  through 
the  obligation  to  have  recourse 
to  a  ·collecting  society, 
provides  _ for .  the· · exclusive 
collective  exercise  . of··  the 
authorization  right  to  the 
extent  that  this  is  requi.red  by 
the  special  features  of:  cable 
retransmission;·. ·w.h.ereas  -this 
Directive  is  thereby  seeking  to 
ensure  that .the  smooth operation 
of  co-ntractual  arrangements  is 
not  called  into  question  by  the 
intervention  of  outsiders 
holding  ·rights  in  individual 
< 
parts  of  the· programne;  w.h.ereas 
the ·authorization  right  as  such 
remains  intact  and  only  the 
exercise  of  this  right  is 
regulated  to  same  extent,  so 
that  the  right  to  authorize  a 
cable  retransmission  can  .still 
be  assigned;  w.h.ereas  this 
Directive  does  not  affect  the 
·exercise of·moral  rights; 
I  ~·  .• 
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(24)  Unchanged 
(25) \\hereas  the  exemption  provided 
for  in Auticle 10 does  not  !Unit 
the  choice  of  holders  of  rights 
to  transfer· their  rights  to· a 
collecting  society  and  thereby 
have  a  dlrect  share  in  the 
remmeration  paid  by  the  cable 
distributor  for  cable 
. 'retransmission; (22) \\hereas  contractual  agreements 
regarding  the  authorization  of 
cable  retransrrrission  shall  be 
promoted  by additional nreasures; 
whereas,  to  begin with,  all  the 
rights  necessary  for  a  cable 
retransrrri ss ion  should  be 
acquired  in  the  fonn  of  a 
general  contract;  whereas, 
furthennore,  any  party  shall  be 
entitled,  at  any manent,  to call 
upon  the  assistance of  nnpartial 
nrediators  whose  task  it  is  to 
assist  negotiations  and  to  put 
forward  non-binding  proposals; 
whereas,  finally,  it  is 
necessary  to  ensure  that  the 
negotiations  are  not  nnproperly 
blocked  or  that  individual 
holders  of  rights  are  not 
nnproperly prevented fran taking 
part  in  the  negotiations; 
whereas  none  of  these  nreasures 
for  the  pranotion  of  the 
acquisition of  rights calls  into 
question  the  contractual  nature 
of  the  acquisition  of·  cable 
rights;· 
(23) \\hereas,  however,  Canmni ty 
rules  are  not  needed  to  deal 
with all  of  those matters whose 
effects,  perhaps  wi-th  sane 
cannercially  insignificant 
exceptions,  are felt only inside 
the  borders  of  a  single  Member 
State; 
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(26) \\hereas  contractual  agre·ements 
regarding  the  authorization  of 
cable  retransmission  shal-l  be 
pranoted. by add.itiona1·nreasures; 
whereas : .a  , party  seeking_  the 
conclusion-of  a  general.contract 
should  for  its  part  o.bliged  to 
subni t  ·collective  proposa'ls  for 
an  ··agreement;  :; whereas, 
furthennore, .·any  party,.;shd  1  be 
ent·i tied,  a.t  any manent,. to call 
upon  the  assistance .of.·  nnpartial 
nredia tors·  .. whose  task  it :is  to 
·assist  negotiations  ,and  . to  put 
forward  non-bi'nding  ·proposals; 
whereas,  .  finally,.  it .  is 
necessary  to  ens.ure .. ,that  the 
negotiations  are  not.  blocked 
without  valid  justification  or 
that  ndividual  holders  are  not 
prevented  . without  valid 
justification  fran  taking  part 
in  ..  the  negotiations;  Whereas 
none  of  these  nreasures ·for  the 
pranotion  of .the  acquisition  of 
rights  calls  into  question  the 
contractual  nature  of  the 
acquisition of  cable  rights; 
(27) Unchanged (24) v.hereas  this Directive  lays  down 
the  minimm.  rules  needed  to 
establish and  guarantee  free  and 
uninterrupted  cross-border 
broadcasting  by  satellite  and 
sinllltaneous,  unaltered  cable 
retransnrlssion  of  progrwrnrnes 
broadcast  fr·an  other  Member 
States,  on what  is  essentially a 
contractual basis; 
(25) v.hereas  this  Directive  does  not 
prejudice  further  harmonization 
in  the  field  of  copyright  and 
neighbouring  rights  and  the 
collective 
such rights; 
administration  of 
(26) v.hereas  it is  therefore  a matter 
for  the  Member  .  States  to 
supplement  the  general 
provisions  needed  to  achieve  the 
objectives  of  this Directive  by 
taking  legislative  and 
administrative measures  in their 
domestic  1~.  provided  these  do 
not  run  counter  to  the 
objectives  of  this Directive and 
are  ca:npatible  with  Canmni ty 
1~  'whereas,  in  particular, 
Member  States  are  accordingly 
free  to  lay  down  rules  for  the 
protection  of  rights  related  to 
copyright 'which  go  beyond  those 
provided for  in this Directive; 
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(28) Unchanged 
(29) v.hereas  this  Directive  does  not 
prejudice  further  harmonization 
in  the  field  of  copyright  and 
rights  related  to  copyright  and 
the  collective administration of 
such  rights; 
(30) Vdlereas  it is  therefore  a matter 
for  the 
supplement 
Member 
the 
States  to 
general 
provisions needed  to achieve  the 
objectives  of  this  Directive  by 
taking  legislative  and 
administrative measures  in their 
domestic  1~.  provided  these  do 
not  run  counter  to  the 
objectives  of  this Directive  and 
are  ca:npa t i bl  e  with  Canmni ty 
1~; (27) \\hereas  this  Directive  does  not 
affect  the  applicability  of  the 
competition  rules  in Aiticles  85 
and  86  of  the Treaty. 
HAS  .AIX)PTFD  1HI S  D I ROC!' IVE: 
IEFINITI<NS 
Article 1 
For  the  purpose  of  this Directive: 
(a)  "satellite"  means  any  satellite 
operating  either  on  frequencies 
VJh.ich  under  · teleccnnunications 
lrow  all~ reception  by  the  pulic 
(a  broadcasting  satellite)  or  on 
frequencies  which  are  reserved 
for  closed.  point-to-point 
communication  (a  ccnnunications 
satellite).  In  the  latter  case, 
however.  - the  circmnstances  in 
which  individual  reception of  the 
signals  takes  place  nust  be 
comparable  to  those  which  apply 
in  the  case  of  broadcasting 
satellites; 
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(31) Unchanged 
<lJAP1Et  I 
~  PRCNISI<NS 
Article 1 
For  the  purpose  of  this Directive: 
(1)  "satellite"  means  any  satellite 
operating  on  frequency  bands 
which,  under  teleccnnunications 
lrow.  are  reserved  for  the 
broadcast  of  signals  for 
reception  by  the  public  or which 
are  reserved· for  closed,  point-
to-point  communication.  In  the 
latter  case,  however,  the 
circ~tances inVJh.ich  individual 
reception  of  the  signals  takes 
place must  be  comparable  to  those 
which  apply  in  the  first  case. (b)  "comrnunication  to  the  public  by 
satellite"  inside  the  Coonunity 
~ans the  act  of  taking  a  single 
decision  on  the  content  and  the 
transmission  by  :satellite  of 
progrmnne-carrying  signals  by  the 
broadcaster.  This  act  of 
communication  to  the  public  by 
satellite  occurs  in  the  Member 
State where  the  broadcaster  takes 
the  single .  decision  on  the 
content  and  the  transmission  by 
satellite  of  programme-carrying 
signals.  If  the·  progrmnne-
carrying  signals  are  encrypted, 
communication  to  the  public  by 
satellite nwans  the  act  of  taking 
a  single  decision  on  the  content 
and  the  transmission  of  the 
progrmnne  carrying  signals  under 
the  condition  that  decoders  are 
provided  to  the  public  by  the 
broadcaster  himself  or  with  his 
approval.  There  is  no 
communication  to  the  public  by 
satellite,  however,  if  there  is 
any  interruption  of  the  chain  of 
broadcasting  equipnent  between 
the  point where  a  single decision 
is  taken  and  the  transmission  of 
the  relevant  signals  fran  the 
satellite; 
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(2)  "ccmrunication  to  the  public  by 
satellite"  nwans  the  act  of 
introducing,  under  the  control 
and  responsibility  of  the 
broadcasting  organization,  the 
progrmnne-carrying  signals 
intended  for  reception  by  the 
public  into  an  uninterrupted 
chain of  communication  leading  to 
the  satellite  and  dawn  towards 
the  earth. 
(a)  The  act  of  comrnunica tion  to  the 
public  by satellite occurs  solely 
in  the  Member  State  where  under 
the  control  and  responsability of 
the  broadcasting organization  the 
progrmnne-carrying  signals  are 
introduced  into  an  uninterrupted 
chain of  communication  leading  to 
the  satellite  and  dawn  towards 
the  earth. 
(b)  If  the  progrmrnooe-carrying  signals 
are  encrypted,  then  there  is 
cannunication  to  the  public  by 
satellite  under  the  condition 
that nwans  for  the  decrypting  of 
the  broadcast  are provided  to  the 
public  by  the  broadcasting 
organization or ~th  his consent. j  • •  .  ~  . ' 
·,  -
··  ... 
... 
. ;·.-'  .·.· 
,. 
... ~  :. .-··  .i  . .:  · . 
.·' 
.  ·.  .  ' 
~  .. ~.- ~ .......  .  ,:. 
• ••  •  ...  "  '-'!  •  •  •  • •  ~  .... 
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(c.) \\here. an act  of  ccmnmication  to 
the  public  by.  sa~  ell  i te -occurs  in 
a.  non-Ccmmni ty  State  in.- "'Which 
the  protection .  provided  under 
Olapter  II  of  this:Directive·.does 
.not  exist,  and 
if  tb,e  programne-~arrying signals 
are  transmit ted  to  the  satellite 
fran  ~n  uplink.  station  situated 
in  a  Member  State,  the  act  of 
ccmnmication  to  the  public  shall  .  .  ·, .  ~  -
be  deemed  to  have  occurred  in 
that Member  _State .and  the rights 
_,provided  for  under  Olapter  II 
- '{  1',  ·-
shall  be  exercisable  against  the 
person  operating  the  uplink. 
station,  or 
if  there  is  no  use  of ·an  up-link. 
"station  situated  in· ·a  Member 
State·  but  a  broadcasting 
organization  ·establish·ed ·  in  a 
Membe·r  State lias  canili ss ioned  the 
act  - of  canmnication  to  the 
public,  that  act  shall  be  deemed 
to' have·  occurred. in  that  Member 
State  and  the  i-Jghts  provided for 
-'~urlder  ··atapter·  H· 5 ·shall  be 
exerc'isatiie ,;  · · aiains  t  ·the 
b'roadcast'ing  org  .. anizi  t ion': (c)  "cable  retransmission"  means  the 
s imJ.l taneous,  unaltered  and 
unabridged  retransmission  of  a 
broadcast  fran  another  ~er 
State  by  a  cable  or  microwave 
system  for  reception  by  the 
public; 
(d)  "broadcasting"  means  the  initial 
transmission,  by wire  or  over  the 
air,  including  that  by satellite, 
of  television or  radio progrmnnes 
intended  for  reception  by  the 
public; 
(e)  "collecting  society"  means  an 
organization  'Vit'hose  members  have 
appointed  it  to manage  copyright 
or  related rights. 
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(3)  "cable  retransmission"  means  the 
s imJ.l taneous,  unaltered  and 
unabridged  retranscrrlssion  by  a 
cable  or  microwave  system  for 
reception  by  the  public  of  an 
initial  transmission fran another 
Member  State,  by wire or  over  the 
air,  including  that  by satellite, 
of  television or  radio  progrmnnes 
intended  for  reception  by  the 
public; 
Deleted 
(4)  "collecting  society"  means  any 
organization  'Vit'hich  manages  or 
administers  copyright  or  rights 
related  to  copyright. 
(S)  For  the  purposes  of  this 
Directive  the  principal  director 
of  a  cinematographic  or 
audiovisual  work  shall  be 
considered  as  its  author  or  one 
of  its authors. Member  States may 
provide  for  others  to  be 
considered  as  its co-authors. ~II 
~  CF  PROORAM.£5 
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Article l 
Broadcasting right 
Member  States  shall  provide  a  right 
for  the  author  to  authorize  or  to 
prohibit  the  communication  to  the 
public  by  satellite  of  copyright 
~rks,  subject  to  the  provisions  set 
out  in this Chapter. 
Article 3 
Acquisition of broadcasting rights 
(1) Member  States  shall  ensure  that 
the_right  referred  to  in Aiticle 
2  may  be  acquired  only  by 
agreement. 
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-~II 
Article l 
Broadcasting right 
Member  States  shall  provide 
exclusive  right  for  the  author 
an 
to 
authorize  or  . prohibit  the 
cammunica tion  to  the  public  by 
satellite of  copyright ~rks, subject 
to  the  provisions  set  out  in  this 
Chapter. 
Article 3 
Acquisition of broadcasting rights 
(1) Member  States  shall  ensure  that 
the  authorization  referred  to  in 
Article 2 may  be  acquired only by 
agreement.  The  remuneration shall 
be  stated  in  the  agreement  and 
shall  take  account  of all  aspects 
of  the  broadcast. (2) \\here,  on  31  July 1991.  it  is 
provided  by·  a  Member  State  that 
an agreement  be~en a  collecting 
society  and  a  broadcasting 
organization  may  be  extended  ·to 
include  holders  of  rights  not 
represented  by  the  col-lecting 
.society,  this  shall  continue  to 
be  •possible  ·until 
31  December. 1997. 
.  '··· 
(3)  Paragraph  2  shall  not  apply  to 
cinematograph_ic  v:;orks,  including 
v:;orks.  crea.t.ed.  by  a  process 
analogous  to  cinematography. 
- .....  ,  .  ' 
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(2) A Member  State _may  provide  that  a 
collective  agreement  be~en  a 
collecting  society  and  a 
broadcasting 
concerning  a 
v:;orks  ·  may 
organization 
given  category  of 
be  extended  to 
rightholders  of  the  smne  category 
v.b.o  are  not  represeri. ted  by  the 
collecting society provided  that: 
- the  cannunication  to  the public 
by  satellite  shnulcasts  a 
terrestrial  broadcast  by  the 
same  broadcasting  organization 
and; 
- the  unrepresented  rightholder 
shall ,  at  any  time,  have  the 
possibility  of  excluding  the 
effect  of  the  extension  of  the 
colle·ctive  agreement  to  his 
rights 
rights 
and  of  exercising  his 
either  individually  or 
collectively. 
(3) Unchanged ·Article 4 
Pcrfonners 
Member  States  shall  pz:ovide  that 
perfonners  shall  enjoy  the  right: 
to  authorize  or.  prohibit  the 
communication·  to  the  public  by 
satellite  of  their  perfonnance 
except  ~ere the  perfonnance  used 
in  the  broad·casting  is  itself 
already a  broadcast  perfonnance  or 
is made  frcm a  fixation; 
to  authorize  or  prohibit  the 
fixation  of  their·  unfixed 
perfonnances; 
to  authorize  or  prohibit  the 
reproduction  of  a  fixation  of 
their perfonnance. 
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.  :.  Article 4 
Rights  related to .·copyright 
(1)  For ·the  purposes .of  cmm.mication 
to.  public  by  satellite;  the 
Member  States  shall  provide  that 
the  rights  . of  ·._perfonners, 
phonogram·  .. producers  and 
broadcasting ·  organizations  are 
protected  in  accordance  ~th the 
provisions  of  Articles  6,  7,.  8 
and  10  of  Council  Directive 
921100. 
(2)  For  the  purposes  of  paragraph  1, 
"broadcasting  by  ~reless means" 
in Council Directive 92/100  shall 
(3) 
be  understood 
c~  ication  to 
as  including 
the  public  by 
satellite as  set  out  in Article 1 
paragraph 2. 
'  .. ~  ' 
The  provf'S'ions· ·  faid ·  aciwn  in 
Article  3 ~·  par·agraph  1;  (jf  this 
Directive  shallr · app:ly  to·  the 
acquisition  of  rights  granted  to 
perfonners  and  broadcasting 
organizations  under  Article  8  of 
Council Directive 92/100, ~thout 
prejudice  to  the  provisions  of 
Article  10  of  Council  Directive 
92/100. Article 5 
Remuneration for  the 
use of phonogrmms 
~er  States  shall  provide  that  if a 
phonogrmn  published  for  commercial 
purposes,  or  a  reproduction  of  such 
phonogrmn,  is  used  directly  for  a 
communication  to  the  public  by 
satellite,  a  single  equitable 
remuneration  shall  be  paid  to  the 
perfonners,  or  to  the  producers  of 
the  phonogr~. or  to  both. 
Article 6 
Broadcasting organizations 
~er States  shall  provide  that 
broadcasting  organizations  shall 
enjoy  the  right  to  authorize  or 
prohibit: 
the  shnultaneous  retransnrlssion of 
their broadcasts  by satellite; 
the  fixation of  their broadcasts; 
the  reproduction  of  fixations  of 
their broadcasts. 
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Deleted Article 7 
Lbocdtations  on rights 
(1) ~er States  ~y provide  for 
limitations  to  the  protection 
guaranteed  by AJticles 4,  5  and  6 
only as  regards: 
private use; 
use  of  short  excerpts  in 
connection  with  the  reporting  of 
current  events; 
·ephemeral  fixation  by  a 
broadcasting organization by~ans 
of  its  awn  facilities  and  for  its 
own  broadcasts; 
use  solely  for  purposes  of 
teaching  or scientific research. 
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Deleted (2)  No~thstanding  paragraph  1  of 
this  Article,  any  Member  State 
nmy  provide  for  the  srune  kinds  of 
limitation  with  ragard  to  the 
protection  of  performers, 
producers  of  phonogr~  and 
broadcasting  organizations  as  it 
provides  for  in  its  legislation 
concerning  the  ·protection  of 
copyright  in  1i tterary·  and 
artistic  works.  However, 
compulsory  licences  rrmy  be 
provided  for  only  to  the  extent 
to v.bich  they are  c<mpa ti  ble with 
the  Rane  Convent ion  for  ·the 
Protection  of  Performers, 
Producers  of  Phonogr~  and 
Broadcasting Organizations. 
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Article S 
Relation be~en  cop)Tight 
and  related rights 
Protection  of  copyright-related 
rights  under  this  Directive  shall 
1  eave  intact  and  shall  in  no  "'WB.Y 
affect  the protection of  copyright. Article 8 
Minimm protection 
(1) ~er States  ~y provide  for 
more  far-reaching  protection  for 
authors,  and  holders  of 
neighbouring  rights  under  their 
jurisdiction  than  that  required 
by Articles  2  to 6. 
(2)  In  applying  paragraph  1  Member 
States  shall  observe  the 
definitions  contained  in  points 
(a)  and  (b)  of Article 1. 
Article 9 
Transitional provision 
Agreements  concerning  the 
exploitation  of  protected  \IJOrks  and 
services,  in force  on 1  January 1995, 
shall  not  be' subject. to Articles··2  to 
8  until  31  December  1997  ··  if  they 
expire after  that date. 
:.' .. 
.  :.:.: .... 
1  ·.~· 
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·- ·-,~;Article 6 
·. Minimlm. protection.· 
(1) ~er.  ·States  ~y -provide  for 
·more  far-reaching· protection  for 
holders  of '  rights  related  to 
copyright  than  tha-t  required  by 
Article  8  · of  Counci.l  Directive 
921100. 
(2)  In  applying  paragraph 1  Member 
States  shal~ .  observe  the 
definitions  contained  in 
paragraphs ,1  and  2.  of, articl,e 1. 
Article 7 
Transitional ·provision 
Agreements  concerning  the 
exploitation  of  protected  "'ffJJrks  and 
subject  ~tter,  in  force  on 
1  January 1995,  shall  be  subject  to 
the provisions of Articles 2,  3  and  4 
paragraph 2  fran 1  January 1998  on if 
they expire after  that date. - 40  -
~III 
CABLE  REIRAN9diSSICN 
Article 10 
C&ble  retransmdssion right 
(1) Member  States  shall  ensure  that 
when  programnes  fran other Member 
States  are  retransmdtted  by  cable 
in their  territory the  applicable 
copyright  and  neighbouring  rights· 
are  observed.  and  that  such 
retransmdssion  takes  place  on  the 
basis  of  agreements  be~en 
copyright  owners.  holders  of 
neighbouring  rights  and  cable 
operators. 
(2)  No~thstanding  paragraph  1. 
Member  States  may  retain  until 
31  ~cember 1997  such  statutory 
licence  syst~  that  are  in 
operation  or  expressly  provided 
for  by  the  national  lmw  on 
31  July 1991. 
QI.\PIEl I I I 
Article 8 
C&ble  retransmdssion right 
(1) Member  States  shall  ensure  that 
when  programnes  fran other Member 
States  are  retransmdtted  by cable 
in their  territory the  applicable 
copyright  and  rights  related  to 
copyright  are  observed.  and  that 
such  retransmdssion  takes  place 
on  the  basis  of  agreements 
be~en copyright  owners.  holders 
of  rights  related  to  copyright 
and  cable  operators. 
(2) Unchanged Article 11 
Exercise  of  the  cable 
retran~ssion right 
(1) Member  States  shall  ensure  that 
the  right of  copyright  owners  and 
,  holders  of neighbouring  rights  to 
authorize  or  prohibit  the  cable 
retransrndssion of  a  broadcast nmy 
be  exercised  only  through  a 
collecting society. 
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Article 9 
Exercise of  the  cable 
retransmdssion right 
(1) Member  States  shall  ensure  that 
the  right  of  copyright  owners  and 
holders  of  rights  related  to 
copyright  to  grant  or  refuse 
authorization to a  cable  operator 
for  the  cable  retransorlssion of  a 
broadcast  nmy  be  exercised  only 
through  a  collecting  society 
representing .  the  pr~fessional 
categories  concerned. (2) A  holder  of  a  right  ~o has  not 
transferred  the ~nag~nt of his 
rights  to  a  collecting  society 
shall  have  a  claim  to 
compensation  on  the  collecting 
society  v.hich  ~nager  rights  of 
the  .same  category.  His  claim 
Bhall  be  confined  to  the  smn 
v.hi ch  he  would  have  received  if 
he  had  ~ndated  the  collecting 
society to exercise his  rights. 
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(2) v.hete  a  r igh tholder  has  not 
transferred  the ~nag~nt of his 
rights  to.  a  collecting  society, 
the  collecting  society  ~ich 
~nages· .  rights  . of  the  same 
category  shall  be  de~d  to  be 
~ndated  to  ~nage  his  rights. 
"\\here  more  than  one  collecting 
society  ~nages  rights  of  that 
category,  the  rightholder  shall 
be  free  to  choose v.hich  of  those 
collecting  societies  is  de~d to 
~nage his  rights.  A  rightholder 
referred  to  in  this  paragraph 
shall  enjoy  the  same  rights  and 
obligations  resulting  fran  the 
agre~nt  be~en  the  cable 
operator  and  the  collecting 
society  v.hich  is  deemed  to  be 
~ndated to  ~nage his  rights  as 
the  members  of  that  collecting 
society  a:ad  he  shall  be  able  to 
claim  those  rights,  within  a 
period of  ~  years. Article 12 
Exercise  of  the  cable 
retransmission right -by 
broadcasting organizations 
Article  11  shall  -not  apply  to  the 
rights  exercised  by  a  broadcasting 
organization  in  respect  of  its  awn 
transmissions. 
Member 
party 
general 
obliged 
Article 13 
General  contracts 
States  shall  ensure  that  a 
seeking  the  conclusion  of  a 
contract  is  for  its  part 
to  sulmi t  collective 
proposals  for  an agreement. 
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Article to: 
Exercise of  the  cable 
retransmission right  by 
broadcasting organizations·· 
(1) Member  States  shall  ensure  that 
Article  9  does  not  apply  to  the 
rights  exercised  by 
broadcasting  organization 
a 
in 
respect  of  i·ts  oo;r..n:  transniissions, 
irrespective  of  '\'Wether  the 
rights  concerned  are  its  awn  or 
have  been  transferred  to  it  by 
other  copyright  owners  and/or 
holders  of  rights  related  to 
copyright. 
(2) The  derogation  provided  for  in 
paragraph 1  shall  be  without 
prejudice  to  the  option  for 
copyright  owners  and  holders  of 
rights  related  to  copyright  to 
claim,  through  their  collecting 
societies,  direct  participation 
in  the  remuneration paid by cable 
operators 
retransmission. 
Deleted 
for  cable Article 14 
Mediators 
(1) v.here  no  agreement  is  concluded 
regarding  authorization  of  the 
cable  retransrrrission  of  a 
broadcast,  ~er States  shall 
ensure  that either partymay call 
upon  the  assistance  of  one  or 
several  nwdiators  referred  to  in 
paragraphs  2  and  3. 
(2)  The  nwdiators  shall  have  the  task 
of  providing  assistance  with 
negotiation.  They may  also  suballt 
non-binding  recannenda tions  to 
the parties. 
(3) ~er States  shall  ensure  that 
the  nrediators  are  so  selected 
that  their  ilnpartiality is beyond 
doubt. 
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(1) Unchanged 
(2) Unchanged 
Article  11 
Mediators 
(3)  If  neither  of  the  parties 
expresses  and  motivates  its 
opposition  to  this  recannandation 
within  a  period  of  three  months 
fran  the  notification  of  the 
recannendation  to  the  parties  it 
is  pres~d that  all  the  parties 
accept  the  recommendation. 
(4)  The  nwdiators  shall  be  so 
selected  that  their 
and  ilnpartiality 
doubt. 
neutrality 
are  beyond Article 15 
Prevention of  the  abuse 
of negotiating positions 
Member  States  shall  ensure  that  the 
parties  do  not  ilnproperly  prevent 
negotiation  regarding  authorization 
for  cable  retransarission. 
OIAP1Bt IV 
~  PR(NISI<NS 
Article 16 
COmpetition rules 
'This  Directive 
prejudice  to 
competition rules. 
shall 
the 
be  without 
Cmmmity 
Article 17 
COllective  adarlnistration 
of  rights 
The  regulation  of  the  activities  of 
collecting  societies  shall  be  a 
rrmtter  for  the Member  States. 
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Article  12 
Prevention of  the  abuse 
of negotiating positions 
~ber States  shall  ensure.  by  ~ans 
of  civil  or  a<hninistrative  law.  as 
appropriate.  that  the  parties  do  not 
without  valid  justification  prevent 
negotiation  regarding  authorization 
for  cable  retransarission. 
~  PROIISI<NS 
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Article 13 
COllective adarlnistration 
of rights 
The  provisions  of  this  Directive 
shall  be  without  prejudice  to  the 
regulation  of  the  activities  of 
collecting  societies  by  the  Member 
States. Article  18 
Final  provisions 
(1) ~er States  shall  bring  into 
force  the  laws,  regulations  and 
adrrrinistrative  provisions 
necessary  to  comply  ~th  this 
Directive  by 1  January 1995.  They 
shall  imnedia tely  infonn  the 
~ssion  thereof. 
v.hen  ~er States  adopt  these 
provisions,  these  shall  contain a 
reference  to  this  Directive  or 
shall  be  accompanied  by  such 
reference  at  the  time  of  their 
official  publication.  The 
procedure  for  such  reference 
shall  be  adopted  by  Member 
States. 
(2) Member  States  shall  canmnicate 
to  the  ~ssion the  provisions 
of  national  law v.hich  they  adopt 
in  the  field  covered  by  this 
Directive. 
Article 19 
This  Directive  is  addressed  to  the 
Member  States. 
Done  at Brussels, 
For  the COuncil, 
The  President, 
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Article 14 
Final provisions 
(1) Unchanged 
(2) Unchanged 
Article 15 
Unchanged ISSN 0254-1475 
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